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Device and Method for Outputting Location Information

Field of the Invention

5 The present invention relates to devices and methods for outputting location information;

in particular, but not exclusively, the present invention relates to hard-copy output devices

for receiving, storing and outputting location data. As used herein, the term "hard-copy

output device" is intended to include printers, plotters, copiers and other devices that

provide data output in tangible form.
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Background of the Invention

The automatic availability to devices of location information is becoming increasingly

common and a number oftechniques are known for making such information available.

For example, it is known to disseminate location information using fixed-position beacons

1 5 and Figure 1 depicts a typical arrangement using infra-red beacons (IRB) 1 1 to transmit

location information to a mobile device 20A provided with an infrared receiver. Other

wireless technologies, such as short-range radio systems (in particular, "Bluetooth"

systems) may be used in place ofthe infrared system depicted in Figure 1 for transmitting

the location information from the beacons 11.
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Figure 1 also depicts the diffusion of location information from mobile device 20A to a

second mobile device 20B over a short-range radio link. Methods and devices for diffusing

location information are described in our co-pending UK patent applications GB

0006589.6 and GB 0017456.5, the methods described in the latter Application taking

25 account of the movement of mobile entities between receiving and passing on location

information.

Another known technique for obtaining location information is to use the satellite-based

Global Positioning System (GPS). As shown in Figure 2, a mobile entity 20C provided

30 with a standard GPS module is capable of determining its location by picking up signals

from satellites 1 2. Using this system, highly accurate location information can be obtained

though performance can be severely affected within buildings.
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A less accurate but more robust radio-based location-determining technique relies on

signals present in a cellular radio infrastructure such as PLMN 1 5 (see Figure 3). More

particularly, it is possible to get a location fix by measuring timing and/or directional

5 parameters between a mobile entity20D and multiple Base Transceiver Stations (BTSs) I

3

associated with the same base Station Controller (BSC) 14. These measurement can be

done either in the network or the mobile entity.

In office environments location information can be useful foranumberofpurposes such as

1 0 determining the correct office address (useful for visitors with mobile devices) and pin-

pointing the location of particular resources. It may be noted that in such a context, the

location information is preferably available, not as geographic coordinates (e.g. latitude

and longitude) but in a form with semantic meaning, such as a street address or a building,

floor and pillar designation.
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It is known to provide for the storage in a printer of a manually input text string that

specifies the printer's location and is retrievable over a connected network by a printer

driver program installed on a networked PC.

20 It is an object ofthe present invention to facilitate the provision oflocation information in

an office and similar environments.

Summary of the Invention

According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a hard-copy output

25 device including a memory for storing location data, a location-data input arrangement for

receiving and storing location data in the memory, a network interface, and an HTTP

location server for responding to client requests received viathe network interface to return

location information comprising, or derived from, the location data stored in memory.

30 According to a second aspect ofthe present invention, there is provided a hard-copy output

device including a wireless interface for receiving data, a memory, a location-data input

manager for receiving location data via the wireless interface and storing it in the memory,
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a network interface, and a location server for responding to client requests received via the

network interface to return location Information comprising, or derived from, the location

data stored in memory.

5 According to a third aspect ofthe present invention, there is provided a hard-copy output

device including a memory, a location input subsystem for receiving location data and

storing it in said memory, and a location output subsystem for accessing the stored location

data and outputting it; at least one of the location input and output subsystems being

operative to convert the location data it handles between a first form and a second form,

1 0 one of the first and second forms being a semantic location form and the other a form

based on geographic coordinates.

Brief Description of the Drawings

1 5 Embodiments of the invention will now be described, by way of non-limiting example,

with reference to the accompanying diagrammatic drawings, in which:

. Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating a first known location-discovery method using

fixed location beacons;

. Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating a second known location-discovery method using

20 GPS satellites;

* Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating a second known location-discovery method using

measurements made in a cellular radio system;

. Figure 4 is a diagram ofla first embodiment of the present invention in which a

networked printer is provided with a location server; and

25 • Figure 5 is a table illustrating when it is appropriate to effect conversions between

geographic and semantic location data.

Best Mode of Carrying Out the Invention

30 Because of the way they are used, hard-copy output devices, such as printers, are useful

location reference points in offices. Thus, a printer may be connected to an individual PC

in which case it is a useful location reference point for that PC and its user. Alternatively,
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the printer may be arranged to serve as a workgroup printer, typically being connected to a

LAN segment to which user PCs are also connected; in this case the printer is generally

centrally disposed to be conveniently available to all its intended users and will therefore

also serve as a convenient location reference for the workgroup.

5

According to the embodiment ofthe invention shown in Figure 4, a hard-copy device, here

shown as a printer 26, is arranged to receive and store location data representing its

location from a mobile entity 25 over a wireless link (for example an infrared link). The

printer 26, which is connected to LAN 27, is further arranged to serve the location data

1 0 over the LAN to a requesting device 28. The printer 26 and the requesting device 28 can

also each access a LAN-connected server 29 running a location conversion service for

converting location data between different forms - in particular, between geographic

coordinate form and semantic form and vice versa. The location conversion service is pre-

programmed with mappings between one or more forms ofgeographic coordinate data and

1 5 one or more forms ofsemantic data.

Considering the printer 26 in more detail, the printer comprises standard hard-copy

functionality 30 by which data for printing, received either over the LAN 27 via a network

interface 3 1 or over an IR link via IR interface 33, is stored in memory 32, processed and

20 then printed. The printer 26 further comprises a location subsystem 34 which in the present

embodiment is embodied as an HTTP server 36 with supporting service code. The location

server is arranged to receive location data from the IR interface 33 (in HTTP request

messages) and store it in memory 32. The location server 36 is connected via network

interface 3 1 to LAN 27 and can respond to location requests received over the LAN. The

25 location server 36 can also access the location conversion service provided by server 29,

More particularly with respect to the transfer of location data from the device 25 to the

location server 36, this is preferably done using a protocol such as OBEX which is a

"binary" version ofHTTP (lighter weight and more appropriate for an IR or other wireless

30 link). In communication with HTTP server 36 over an infrared link, one can either use the

default OBEX server as the "middleman", simply tunnelling the requests to the HTTP

server or TtnyTP' directly (TinyTP' being the transport typically used in infrared

transport stack). In fact, the OBEX protocol includes a bit inside the header field to denote
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that the information following is actuallyHTTP and iherefore should just be routed to the

HTTP server by either loopback, IPC or some other mechanism. The preferred way to

communicate with the HTTP server is to tunnel through OBEX.

Use of the location features of the printer 26 will now be described with reference to

arrowed operations [1] to [6] in Figure 4:

[1] An operator uses mobile device 25 to determine the location of the printer, the

mobile device 25 being equipped with a GPS system or other system for detemiining

the location ofthe printer, typically in geographic coordinate form. The determined

location is then transmitted to the printer in an HTTP request message via the

infrared link. The IR interface 33 ofthe printer determines that the received message

is intended for the location server and passes it to the location server 36.

[2] The location server 36 determines whether or not the form of the location data is

appropriate for storage. For example, ifthe location data is received as latitude and

longitude readings but the printer is set to store location data in building semantic

form (floor, pillar number), then the location server 36 contacts the location

conversion service, providing the latter with the latitude and longitude readings and

asking for the return of location data in building-semantics form. Alternatively, the

location data may have been transmitted to the printer in building-semantics form

whilst the printer is set to store the location data in latitude and longitude form; in

this case, the location server 36 again uses the conversion service but this time to

effect the reverse conversion to the previous example. Upon the location server 36

receiving back the location data from server 29 in an appropriate form (or directly if

the data is already in the.; correct form as supplied by the mobile device 25), the

location server 36 stores the received location data to memory 32.

[3] Device 28 makes a request over theLAN 27 for the location ofthe printer 26; in the

present example, mis request is in the form of an HTTP request, using the GET

method, for a default location page containing the location data for the printer. The

HTTP request is passed to the location server 36. The request can be arranged to

specify the form in which the location data is to be supplied.

[4] Where the location data is to be provided in a form different to that in which it is

held in memory 32, the location server 36 contacts the location conversion service to
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have the latter cany out the desired conversion.

[5] The location server 36 returns the location data in the required form to the requesting

device 28 in an HTTP response message.

[6] Finally, the requesting device can have the conversion service effect a (further)

5 conversion of the form of the location data.

From the foregoing, it will be appreciated that use ofthe conversion service may be made

at several different stages and Figure 5 provides a tabular depiction of when such

conversion is appropriate having regard to the form of location data supplied by mobile

1 0 device, the form used to store the location data in memory 32 and the form required by the

device 28. In certain cases, it is possible that the conversion to be effected is from one

geographic coordinate form to another or from one semantic form to another and this is

illustrated by the dashed arrows in Figure 5.

1 5 The location data supplied to the printer26 for storage will generally be supplied when the

printer is first installed and whenever the printer is subsequently moved. As regards

location updating, the simplest update policy for the location server 36 to implement is

always to accept new location information and use it to overwrite existing location data

held in memory 32. This policy can, however, lead to a decrease in accuracy of the stored

20 location data - for example, where the new location data is derived using a less accurate

technique than originally employed (the printer not having been moved) orwhere location-

data transmission is delayed with respect to location determination and the mobile device is

movedbetween the two events so that the location data does not reflect the true position of

the printer. Preferably, therefore, the location data transmitted by the mobile device 25 has

25 an associated reliability indicator giving an indication ofthe likely accuracyofthe location

data. The location server 36 can then use this reliability indicator in deciding whether or

not to accept the update. Where the new location data indicates, in comparison with the

stored location data, that the printer has been moved beyond the bounds ofinaccuracy of

the new reading, then the new location data should generally be accepted. Where the

30 difference between the new location data and stored location data is within the bounds of

inaccuracy ofthe new data, then provided the reliability indicator ofthe old location data

has also been stored, the location server handier can decide whether or not to overwrite the
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old data with the new location data simply on the basis ofwhich is most accurate. In fact,

provided the new location data is ofreasonably high accuracy, it is probably good policy

always to use this data to overwrite the existing location data.

5 In one implementation, the reliability indicator indicates whether the location data has been

received directly from an entity with a primary source of location data (such as a GPS

module) or from an entity which itselfreceived the data from another entity (for example,

by wireless diffusion), the location server 36 preferentially storing or retaining location

data received directly from an entity with a primary source of location data.
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Additionally or alternatively to using the IR link for supplying location data to the location

server 36, other location input methods can be used. For example, the location data can be

stored in the printer memory by an input handler connected to the infrared interface rather

than passing through the location server (that is, the functionality which serves to provide a

1 5 location input subsystem, is moved from server 36 into a separate entity). Furthermore*

rather than using an infrared link, the location data can be provided over the network (in

an HTTP request message or otherwise), A typical scenario in which location data is

supplied in this manner is where an operator uses their workstation to input the location of

a printer in building-semantics form, the location server 36 then using the conversion

20 service to change the location data into latitude and longitude values for storing in the

memory 32.

It will be appreciated that many variants are possible to the above described embodiments

25 ofthe invention,

It may be noted that the hard-copy functionality ofthe printer26 (or other hard-copy device

provided with location data) can be arranged, in response to codes embedded in data to be

printed, to retrieve the location data from memory 32 and insert it in the data for printing.

30 The form which the location data should take in the printed out can also be specified in the

embedded codes and the hard-copy functionality can be arranged to contact the conversion

service to effect any required conversion.


